HW3: Git (2)

Directions. This assignment is due on Monday, October 24th at the beginning of class. If possible, type and print out your assignment.

Problem. A company develops and regularly updates a video surveillance system.

(a) Assume that the code that manages the system is available on a Git repository at a centralized server https://remote@server.org/code.git. A developer of that company called Anna wants to get a cloned version of the code. What command line should she type?

(b) Now assume that other developers have modified the code on the original repository. What command line should Anna type to get the latest version of the code?

(c) Anna wants to create a new branch to test new features. What command line should she type if she wants to create a branch called test?

(d) Once Anna finishes to modify the code, she wants to share the update and upload the new code to the centralized Git repository. What command line should she type then?